Unsupervised image generation has recently received an increasing amount of attention thanks to the great success of generative adversarial networks (GANs), particularly Wasserstein GANs. Inspired by the paradigm of real-valued image generation, this paper makes the first attempt to formulate the problem of generating manifold-valued images, which are frequently encountered in real-world applications. For the study, we specially exploit three typical manifold-valued image generation tasks: hue-saturation-value (HSV) color image generation, chromaticity-brightness (CB) color image generation, and diffusion-tensor (DT) image generation. In order to produce such kinds of images as realistic as possible, we generalize the state-of-the-art technique of Wasserstein GANs to the manifold context with exploiting Riemannian geometry. For the proposed manifold-valued image generation problem, we recommend three benchmark datasets that are CIFAR-10 HSV/CB color images, ImageNet HSV/CB color images, UCL DT image datasets. On the three datasets, we experimentally demonstrate the proposed manifold-aware Wasserestein GAN can generate high quality manifoldvalued images.
Introduction
Recent advances in real-valued image generation with neural networks have made it feasible to generate diverse natural images that capture the high-level structure of the training data. One of the most striking successes in unsupervised image generation have involved generative adversarial network (GAN) techniques [19, 31, 36, 11, 28] , which estimate generative models via an adversarial process. The state-of-the-art GANs [1, 20] essentially try to learn the distribution of real data by minimizing Wasserstein distance in probability distribution by generating adversarial data.
In this paper, we come up with a new problem of manifold-valued image generation. Actually, images having values on a manifold are also of much interest in a variety of applications. For instance, images with each pixel being on the circle S 1 often appear in Interferometric Synthetic Aperture Radar (InSAR) for geodesy and remote sensing [13, 16] . Diffusion-tensor magnetic resonance imaging (DT-MRI) [35, 34, 32, 30] generally processes images with values on the manifold of symmetric positive definite 3×3 matrices SPD (3) . In Electron Backscatter Diffraction (EBSD) analysis [4, 6] , the treated images have pixels in the group of rotations SO(3) modulo the crystal's symmetry group. Furthermore, many manifold-valued image processing techniques [7, 5, 10, 3, 24] arise when working in phase-based color spaces that are more adapted to human color perception than the RGB space, such as huesaturation-value (HSV) and chromaticity-brightness (CB). In the HSV and CB images, each pixel value reside on the product manifolds S 1 × R 2 and S 2 × R 1 respectively. Processing manifold-valued images proposes new challenges in the new problem of image generation as well as classical image processing tasks like denoising, inpainting, and segmentation [7, 9, 5, 10, 3, 8, 24] . To better handle the problem, we generalize the generative model of Wasserstein GANs by exploiting Riemannian geometry of the involved manifolds. Without loss of generality, we take three typical types of manifold-valued images for study, and propose a manifold-aware Wasserestein GAN approach to produce plausible samples residing on such manifolds. In summary, the paper gives rise to two original contributions:
• To the best of our knowledge, this paper proposes the novel problem of unsupervised manifold-valued image generation for the first time in the existing literature.
• We generalize the Wasserestein GAN approach to the Riemannian manifold setting so as to address the problem of manifold-valued image generation.
Background

Real-valued Image Generation
Natural images are examples of what our visual world looks like and we refer to these as samples from the true data distribution P r . Typically, this kind of image values are Euclidean-valued (or real-valued). In other words, their geometrical structure can be respected well with using classical Euclidean metric. Accordingly, the image generation problem is concerned with learning the true data probability distribution. The classical solution is to learn a probability density, which may not exist in practice. In contrast, there also exists another typical approach that directly generates samples following a certain distribution P g , which approximates the true data distribution. As studied in [1] the approach is useful in two ways. First of all, this approach is able to represent distributions confined to a low dimensional manifold, which is easier to estimate. Second, the capability to generate samples easily is often more useful than estimating the numerical value of the density. Mathematically, one can consider a dataset of examples x 1 , . . . , x n as samples from a real data distribution P r (x). As shown in Fig.1 (a)→(b) , the blue region shows the part of the image space that, with a high probability consists of real images, and the elements in the space indicate the data points (each is one image). Now, the model also represents a distribution P g (x) (green) that is defined implicitly by taking points from a unit Gaussian distribution (red) and mapping them through a neural network named the generative model (yellow). The network is a function with parameters θ, and learning these parameters will learn the generated distribution of images. The goal is then to seek parameters θ that produce a distribution that matches the real data distribution closely (for example, by having a small Wasserstein-1 distance). Therefore, one can imagine that the green distribution starting out random and then the training process iteratively updating the parameters θ to stretch and squeeze it to better match the blue distribution. The core of the generation process is how to make the distribution of generated data close to the true data distribution, that is how to define the distribution distance. One of the most important measurement is Wasserstein-1 or Earth-Mover distance
where Π(P r , P g ) denotes the set of all joint distributions γ(x, y) whose marginals are P r , P g respectively. Intuitively, γ(x, y) indicates how much mass should be transported from x to y in order to transform the distributions P r into the distribution P g . The Wasserstein distance then is the cost of the optimal transport plan.
Wasserstein GANs
For real-valued image generation, the state-of-the-art techniques are Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) [19, 31, 36, 11, 28] . The GAN framework establishes a minmax adversarial game between two competing networks. The generator network G maps a source of noise to the input space. The discriminator network D receives either a generated sample or a true data sample and must distinguish between the two. The generator is trained to fool the discriminator. Theoretically, the original GAN framework actually minimizes Jensen-Shannon divergence between the true data distribution and generated sample distribution.
By contrast, Wasserstein GAN [1] provided extensive theoretical work and showed empirically that alternatively minimizing a reasonable and efficient approximation of the Wasserstein-1 distance is a theoretically sound optimization problem. For this approximation of the Wasserstein-1 distance to be valid, the original Wasserstein GAN imposed weight clipping constraints on the critic (referred to as the discriminator pre-Wasserstein) such that the optimal map of the discriminator is Lipschitz continuous. However, as proved in [20] , the set of functions satisfying this constraint is merely a subset of the k-Lipschitz functions for some k which depends on the clipping threshold and the critic architecture, which inevitably causes some training failures. To address this issue, improved training of Wasserstein GAN [20] enables very stable GAN training by penalizing the norm of the gradient of the critic with respect to its inputs instead of clipping weights. In particular, this gradient penalty is simply added to the basic Wasserstein GAN loss for the following full objective:
where z is random noise,x is random samples following the distribution Px that is sampled uniformly along straight lines between pairs of points sampled from P r and P g , ∇xD(x) is the gradient w.r.tx, G(·), D(·) denotes the functions of generator and discriminator respectively.
Manifold-valued Image Generation
Manifold-valued Images
In this paper, we concentrate on three typical types of manifold-valued images.
HSV Images: Each pixel in the HSV color model can be represented by a triple which specifies hue, saturation and value respectively. As hue value is phase-based, the HSV data actually live on the product manifold of a Cyclic manifold and vector spaces H = S 1 × [0, 1] 2 . CB Images: Each pixel in the CB color model contains chromaticity and brightness components. Since our focus is on manifold-valued data, the whole paper studies the chromaticity (spherical) component lying on S 2 for CB images. DT Images: In diffusion tensor (DT) images, each voxel is represented with a 3 × 3 tensor, that is symmetric positive definite (SPD) matrix. It is known that the data of DT images reside on the manifold SPD(3) of SPD matrices.
Problem Formulation
In analogy to real-valued image generation, the task of manifold-valued image generation is to generate samples respecting a certain distribution for learning the distribution of real manifold-valued data. As shown in Fig.1 (a)→(c), the manifold-valued data live on non-flat Riemannian manifolds rather than a flat Euclidean space. In the manifold setting, applying traditional generative models directly to the non-Euclidean data would seriously affects the generation. Accordingly, by comparing with real-valued image generation, manifold-valued image generation proposes two of the most important issues that are: 1) the definition on the distribution of manifold-valued data, and 2) the generalization of the distribution (Wasserstein) distance to manifolds.
To address the first issue, there exist some works like [30, 2, 22, 21] . On a Riemannian manifold, it is able to define probability density functions thanks to the availability of a tailored metric. In other words, all definitions of distribution can be derived from the Riemannian metric of the resulting manifold. Formally, let x, y be two points of the manifold that we consider as a local reference and v a vector of the tangent space T y M at the point y. The smoothly varying family of inner products in each tangent space is known as the Riemannian metric. From the theory of second-order differential equations, there has one and only one geodesic starting from that point with the tangent vector. This allows to span the curved manifold in the flat tangent space along the geodesics (think of rolling a sphere along its tangent plane at a given point). The geodesics going through the reference point y are transformed into straight lines and the distance along these geodesics is preserved (at least in a neighborhood of y). The function that maps to each tangent vector v ∈ T y M the point x of the manifold that is achieved by the geodesic starting at y with this tangent vector is named the exponential map. This map is defined in the whole tangent space T y M (since the manifold is complete) but it is generally one-to-one only locally around 0 in the tangent space (i.e., around the reference point y in the manifold). For mapping the manifold data to the tangent space that respects Euclidean geometry, we denote v = log y (x) as the inverse of the exponential map: this is the smallest vector such that x = exp y v.
For the second issue, we suggest to generalize the Wasserstein-1 distance to Riemannian manifolds. As studied in [17, 33, 26] , for optimal mass transport on realvalued data, the optimal map has a convex potential (i.e. D(x) = ∇φ(x) with φ(x) being convex) and is shown to be the only map with convex potential. From the studies of [27, 15, 18] , for the manifold case, the optimal map can be expressed as a so-called gradient map: Theorem 1. Let M be a smooth compact Riemannian manifold, and consider the cost c = d 2 /2, with d being the Riemannian distance metric. Given two probability distributions P r and P g supported on the manifold M, there exists a convex potential function φ : M → R ∪ {+∞} such that D(x) = exp y (∇ g φ(x)) is the unique optimal transport map sending P r to P g , where ∇ g indicates the gradient with respect to the Riemannian metric g = log y (x 1 ), log y (x 2 ) on the manifold M.
Inspired by the original Wasserstein distance Eqn.1 in a Euclidean setting, we present the new Wasserstein distance on the underlying Riemannian manifold with leveraging its logarithm map that yields Euclidean representations:
where x, y are points on the manifold, Π(P r , P g ) indicates the set of all joint distributions γ(x, y), and γ(x, y) denotes how much mass will be transported from x to y. 
Manifold-aware Wasserstein GAN
where log y (·) and exp y (·) are the logarithm and exponential maps respectively for the underlying manifold. As the logarithm map log y (·) can project the manifold-valued data to Euclidean space, any regular networks can be applied directly to the resulting data. To generate valid manifoldvalued data with using the generative network G, we employ exponential map exp y (·) to transform the data back to the manifold. An overview of the proposed manifold-aware Wasserstein GAN (manifoldWGAN) approach is shown in Fig.2 . As done in [20] , Px is also defined sampling uniformly along straight lines between pairs of points sampled from the data distribution P r and the generator distribution P g . In the context of manifold-valued data, we apply logarithm and exponential maps to the linear sampling:
where 0 ≤ t ≤ 1.
In this paper, our focus is on the generation of HSV, CB and DT images. Therefore, we consider the data on the product manifold H = S 1 × [0, 1] 2 , the spherical data on S n and the SPD data on SPD(n). In the sequel, we specially study the forms for their resulting exponential map and logarithm map to achieve the objective Eqn.4.
Theorem 2. As presented in [10] , the geodesic distance of two points x, y on the product manifold H = S 1 × R 2 of combined cyclic and real-valued data:
The logarithm and exponential maps associated with the distance metric are defined as
where mod denotes the modulo operation.
Theorem 3. [12, 25] presented the geodesic distance of two points x, y on the sphere manifold S n :
d(x, y) = arccos(trace(x T y)).
The logarithm and exponential maps associated with the metric can be expressed:
where · F indicates the Frobenius norm operation, p y (H) = H − trace(y T H)y.
Theorem 4.
As studied in [2, 22] , the Log-Euclidean Metric
Algorithm 1 Manifold-aware Wasserstein GAN (manifold-WGAN), our proposed algorithm. All the experiments in the paper used the default values λ = 10, n critic = 5. Require: α, learning rate. m, the batch size. n critic , the critic iterations per generation iteration. λ, the balance parameter of gradient norm penalty, w 0 , initial critic parameters. θ 0 , initial generator's parameter. 1: while θ has not converged do 2: for t=0, . . . , n critic do 3:
∼ P r a batch from the real data.
4:
Sample
∼ P g a batch of prior samples. 5:
where L is computed by Eqn.4. 6:
end while for the SPD manifold SPD(n) is derived by employing the Lie group structure under the group operation x y := exp(log(x) + log(y)) for x, y ∈ SPD(n) where exp(·) and log(·) indicate the regular matrix exponential and logarithm operators. The logarithmic and exponential maps associated with the Log-Euclidean metric is expressed with matrix logarithms and exponential operations:
where D log(y) exp . = (D y log .) −1 is achieved by the differentiation of the equality log • exp = I, and here I is the identity matrix.
Following such basic logarithm and exponential maps on the corresponding manifolds of the processed manifoldvalued samples, the algorithm of the proposed manifoldW-GAN is presented in Algorithm.1.
Experiment
In order to study the problem of manifold-valued image generation, we suggest three benchmark evaluations that use the HSV and CB images of the well-known CIFAR-10 [23] , ImageNet [29] , and the popular UCL DT image dataset [14] . In all the evaluations, we compare our proposed manifold-aware Wasserstein GAN (manifoldW-GAN) against the state-of-the-art image generation technique Wasserstein GAN (WGAN) 1 [20] that has proved to improve the original WGAN [1] .
In all the evaluations, we follow [20] to use residual network for both the generator and critic. The setting of the employed residual networks is the same as the ones used in [20] . Specially, we utilize pre-activation residual blocks with two 3×3 convolutional layers and ReLU nonlinearity. Some residual blocks perform downsampling (in the critic) using mean pooling after the second convolutional layer, or nearest-neighbor upsampling (in the generator) before the second convolution. We employ batch normalization in the generator but not the critic. We finally optimize the network using Adam with learning rate 2 × 10 4 , decayed linearly to 0 over 100K generator iterations, and batch size 64. For further architectural details, please refer to the public implementation of [20] . For all the networks, we train each of them on a single GeForce GTX TITAN X GPU.
HSV Image Generation
For HSV color image generation, we choose the CIFAR-10 and ImageNet datasets, both of which are standard 
Method
Inception Score DCGAN-RGB [31] 6.16 LSGAN-RGB [28] 6.47 WGAN-RGB [20] 7.86 WGAN-HSV [20] 6.01 manifoldWGAN-HSV 6.49 Table 1 . Inception scores of different methods performing generation on RGB images or HSV images of the CIFAR-10 database manifoldWGAN can generate more visually desirable HSV images, whose resulting RGB images appear to be somewhat better in both terms of image quality and semantic. In addition, we also qualitatively compare WGAN and our manifoldWGAN on CIFAR-10 with respect to inception score. Note that we transfer the generated HSV images to RGB images for the inception score computation. Besides, we also enumerate results of the state-of-the-art generative models [31, 28, 20] performing on RGB images. The results reported in Table. 1 demonstrate our manifoldWGAN performs better than WGAN for HSV image generation.
We finally show the training curves of negative Wasserstein GAN loss (Wasserstein distance) and generated samples at different stages of training in Fig.5 . As we can see, the loss decreases constistently as training progresses and sample quality increases. This verifies a strong correlation between lower loss and better sample quality.
CB Image Generation
To evaluate our manifoldWGAN for image generation on the sphere manifold S 2 , we collect CB images from CIFAR-10 and ImageNet. The setting on these two datasets are the same with above. In particular, we extract the chromaticity component of the CB images so that the generation problem on pure spherical data can be better studied.
As done in the last evaluation, we compare our manifold- fold geometry-aware logarithm and exponential maps Eqn.9 (where each pixel value of the anchor point y is set to [
]) on the sphere manifold during the sample generation. As shown in Fig.6 , we discover that the WGAN approach generates samples with low-chromaticity, while the proposed manifoldWGAN can generate higher-quality samples. This shows the clear advantage of our method.
We also show the correlation between the proposed manifold-ware Wasserstein GAN loss and the quality of generated CB images in Fig.7 . From the result, we can observe that the quality of generated CB samples tend to be better as the iteration number increases.
DT image Generation
We employ Camino brain DT image set [14] to evaluate our proposed manifoldWGAN for the SPD-valued image generation on SPD(3). The Camino project [14] provides a dataset of a Diffusion Tensor Magnetic Resonance Image (DT-MRI) of human heads, which is freely available 2 at http://cmic.cs.ucl.ac.uk/camino. The UCL DT image database contains 50 brain DT images in total. For data augmentation, we extract 26,080 DT slices of size 32 × 32 from the original DT images. Some ground truth DT slice images are listed in Fig.9 (a) . Among the sampled DT slice images, there are around 0.6% non-SPD voxels in each DT slice on average, and only 2,399 samples contain no non-SPD voxels.
For generating visually favorable DT images, our manifoldWGAN suggests to introduce logarithm map and exponential map Eqn.11 (where each pixel value of the reference point y is set to the identity matrix of size 3 × 3) on SPD manifolds to the Wasserstein GAN setting. In contrast, the original WGAN treats the SPD data as real-valued data. In order to make the generated samples of WGAN become valid DT (SPD-valued) images, we additionally employ our presented exponential map to transform the outputs of WGAN to the data on SPD manifolds. In Fig.9 , we quantitatively compare these two different approaches on the UCL DT image set. Note that, to plot the gener-ated DT images, we leverage the Manifold-valued Image Restoration Toolbox 3 . From the results, we can discover that the generated samples of WGAN is not plausible at all, while our manifoldWGAN can often synthesize highly realistic DT samples. Besides, it is also worth pointing out our model sometimes produces some noisy data owning to the noisy training data, which was pointed out above.
As the last two evaluations, we also study the relationship between the proposed manifold-aware Wasserestein loss and the generated sample quality in Fig.8 . As the network training iterations increases, the negative Wasserstein loss goes up quickly and the visual quality of the generated DT images is also improved, again showing there are clear correlations among our manifoldWGAN loss, the convergence property and the quality of its generated samples.
Discussion and Outlook
In this work we introduced a new problem of manifoldvalued image generation, which can be applied to a wide variety of applications including InSAR, DT-MRI, EBSD and HSV/CB color imaging. In contrast to the real-valued image generation problem, generation on manifold-valued images is to produce samples that reside on non-flat Riemannian manifold.
As studied in the paper, it is non-trivial to apply the existing image generation technique directly to the context of manifold-valued image generation. To address the issue, we generalize the state-of-the-art Wasserstein GAN technique to manifold-valued generation with introducing a manifold geometry-aware learning framework. As classic manifoldbased learning method, our approach equips the Wasserstein GAN framework with the basic logarithm map and exponential map that encourages computing the Wasserstein distance of the manifold-valued data. Without loss of generality, we applied the presented approach to the generation task on HSV, CB and DT images which reside on product manifold, sphere manifold and SPD manifold respectively. We finally suggested three standard benchmarks to evaluate our method on the three types of manifold-valued image generation tasks, and clearly show the superiority of our approach over the state-of-the-art WGAN.
The proposed framework admits many straightforward extensions. First of all, we hope our work opens the path for more manifold-valued image generation tasks like shape manifold-valued data generation. Like real-valued image generation, we also encourage more works to extend our framework to conditional settings and even semi-supervised learning. Last but not least, the direction of exploiting adversarial manifold-valued samples would be very useful to a broad number of classical manifold-valued image processing tasks like denoising, inpainting and segmentation. . Generated samples of WGAN [20] and the proposed manifoldWGAN for DT image generation on the UCL DT image dataset with ground truth (GT) images. The figure is better viewed via zooming in.
